
 Clause No.   Clause Description   EMD Comments  Medha Comments Siemens Comments RDSO comments

1.3.9 Vendor changes in approved status: All the provisions contained in 

RDSO‟s ISO proceeding laid down in document no. QO-D-7.1-11 

dated 19.07.2016 or latest (titled: “Vendor changes in approved 

status”) and subsequent version/amendment thereof, shall be 

binding and applicable on the successful vendor/vendors in the 

contract floated by Railway to maintain quality of products supplied 

to Railways.

Noted. Noted No change in para is required

5.6 AC-AC Traction Control system manufacturer shall provide interface for 

integration with stand alone APU based on SAE-J 1708 standard 

communication interface. The interface Control Document to be followed 

as per Annexure-W. The Auxiliary Power Unit as per RDSO Specification 

No. MP.0.2400.64 (latest version) shall be procured separately by 

Railways and installed in the Locomotive. The connector for interfacing is 

also standardized at Annexure-W.

This approach is contrary to the deliverables of the Rev-06 

spec where each supplier had to supply their own APU. All 

our recent development is based on the RDSO guideline to 

establish the APU interface with an RDSO approved APU 

supplier. Our control system is not set up to implement the 

specified serial interface with a generic APU. Setting up an 

interface to a generic APU would require completely new 

development work, and render the recent/current 

developmental work of our APU as obsolete. In view of the 

above, we request the APU be retained along with the ACAC 

System scope in similar line as stipulated in RDSO‟s ACAC 

System, Rev.06 specification.

The interfacing with third 

party sub-system is complex 

work and it involves lot of 

efforts for integration of both 

the systems. Moreover,the 

protocol shared was not 

covering all APU 

parameters and faults to 

LCC. If LCC does not gets 

this data/faults, it cant show 

this data/faults neither on 

display nor on REMMLOT. 

In view of above, as it is 

complex, involves lot of 

effort and coordination 

between both the parties 

and

not fulfilling the desired 

requirements, it is  gested to 

not to with this third party 

integration. Hence we are 

requesting you to remove 

this clause from the 

specification.

The interfacing with third party sub 

systems cannot be made "Plug and 

Play" as this calls for close co-

ordination between both the parties in 

order to achieve consistent 

communication interface for 

successful integration of the both 

systems.

We cannot offer such open interface 

configuration as this calls for rigorous 

involvementt of of engineering 

resources on both sides. Our 

expereice with third party systems with 

even having close co-ordination 

mutually is also calls for involvement 

of our teams to meet the functionality 

continueously. So we do not 

recomend this open interface and thus 

cannot assure successful integration 

of the third party system with our LCU. 

So we request RDSO to remove this 

clause from the specification.

As per directive of Railway Board, the specification 

has been revised for providing standalone APU in 

the locomotive including retrofitment. To provide 

interface for standalone  APU, an interface 

Document is required to be standardized and made 

part of AC-AC Traction Control System based on 

SAE J 1708 standard. The SAE J 1708 standard is 

chosen as it is already used in AC-AC Traction 

Control system for interface with CCB since 

beginning considering the retrofitment requirement 

. ICD has been made to make standardized 

interface. No specific technical comments have 

been received against the ICD. It is requested to 

send the technical comments if any on the ICD for 

standardization from AC-AC traction control system 

supplier side since there is no option other than 

stand alone APU as per Railway Board Guideline.

5.12 Three years AMC of IGBT based AC-AC Traction control system

(beyond warranty period), as per terms and conditions of the RDSO 

document MP.MISC.- 326. The firm shall quote its offer for AMC as per 

tender SOR/Specification.

NIL Noted. Noted.

Additional clause is added as follows. In case the 

Solid State Drive is fitted in ECC#3 Panel for 

Radiator Fan Drive,  the solid state interver with 

associated component  will be covered under 

AMC and  RDSO report no. MP.MIsc.326 for AMC 

will be applicable.

7.0 MAIN FEATURES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

The AC-AC Traction system shall consist of Locomotive Control 

Computer, IGBT based Traction Inverters, various sensors for Current, 

Voltage, Temperature, Pressure, Speed and other allied equipment like 

relays, breakers, indicators, etc for HHP locomotives. For passenger 

locomotives with hotel load feature (optional), in addition to these, 

additional IGBT converter will be required for hotel load system.

For Goods Loco, Distributed Power Control System shall be provided by 

AC-AC Traction Control System. Interfacing for Auxiliary Power unit shall 

be provided as per clause no. 5.6

Same as 5.6 Please consider Medha 

Comment at above clause 

5.6 and requesting RDSO to 

incorporate the changes in 

the specification 

accordingly.

We request RDSO to remove this 

clause that open interfacing for 3rd 

party system is not workable.

RDSO remarks at clause no. 5.6

7.1.1.2 (8) Fuel Prime/Engine Start Switch: It shall be provided in both the CABs in 

parallel. If any switch is kept in prime position LCC will get PRIME digital 

input if any switch is kept in START position LCC will get START, PRIME 

digital inputs. Note: From any CAB Engine can be started. 

Our system makes use of a single push button for starting the 

main diesel engine. The functions of Prime and Start are 

handled by the control system automatically once the start 

button is pressed. Note: This type of automated starting 

sequence is required when the main diesel engine needs to 

be started and stopped automatically (by AESS, or through 

the APU). We request to amend the caluse with inclusion of 

Automatic Push button switch.

EMD Comment is noted and incorporated. Single 

push button for starting the main diesel engine may 

be used as alternative.  

The clause is modified by including following-

 "Alternatively  a single push button for starting 

the main diesel engine may also be used". 
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7.1.1.2(12) CAB Fans and Light Circuit Breaker: 

Note: Cab Fan CB shall be interlocked with BL key in both the cabs i.e 

CAB 1 and CAB 2 as such cab fan get power in active cab only.

Noted No change in para is required

7.1.1.2 (13) Generator Field CB: GFCB shall be provided in Cab1 only and should be 

„ON‟. The tripping message or GFCB off condition should be displayed in 

DIALS of both the cabs.

EMD/PRS recommended this in response to the Rev-06 

specification and was one of the reason for the delay in 

providing AC AC Traction System material for dual-cab units. 

Now that the design uses two circuit breakers, reverting back 

to a single circuit breaker will require changes to ECC4 and 

ECC1, which will be new development (again).

Noted. Noted Vide letter no.EMD/RDSO/GFCB/DS, dated- 

07.09.17, M/s EMD has already requested RDSO 

to include the same the specification. This will 

reduce the cab changing procedure in dual cab 

locomotive.  

7.1.1.3 (3) GF request Switches: It shall be provided in both the CABs. If  

orresponding BL key is inserted, throttle is kept in any notch, GF request 

switch is closed then LCC will gets this digital input.(Through BL Key)

Vide EMD letter no EMD/RDSO/GFCB/DS, dated 7-Sep-

2017, we have provided clarification regarding 

functioning/Interlock of Generator field switch with BL Key. 

We propose to use two pole switches instead of existing 

single pole (second contact is required as and when 

operating in distributed power mode, the control system 

needs to know that the GF switch is truly OFF. It can‟t use 

the GFReq signal since that is a trainlined signal, which 

indicates that the GF request is present somewhere in the 

consist). We request to include same to the specification.

GF request switch needs to be inerlocked with BL 

key to simplify the cab changing procedure as per 

RDSO mod sheet no. MP-MOD-EC-02-04-17 

rev.01, Jan 2018

7.1.1.3 (4) Engine Run Switch: It shall be provided in both the CABs in parallel. In 

any CAB if it is closed then LCC will get TL16 input, similar to GF Request 

switch.

This is contrary to RDSO mod sheet issued, which requires 

the Engine Run switch to be tied with BL key interlock. So 

LCC will get TL16 input only from the active cab when the BL 

key switch is ON. This is also contrary to the table provided 

on spec page 21 of the spec i.e. "Position of Switches/Circuit 

Breakers in Both the cabs of Dual Cab Locomotive assuming 

Active Cab is Cab -2 ie. BL Key is inserted and switched on 

in Cab-2:"

Noted corresponding clause of spec shall be modified as 

follows

" Engine Run Switch shall be provided in both 

the CABs. If corresponding BL key is inserted, 

Engine Run switch is closed then LCC will get 

this digital input.(Through BL Key)"

7.1.1.3 (5) Dyn.BRK CB: It shall be provided in both the CABs in series. If both are 

closed then only LCC will get TL24 analog input.

This requirement affects the locomotive wiring – if it can be 

done at all. These circuit breakers are intended to protect the 

dynamic brake handle resistors in each control stand. Placing 

the circuit breakers in series may reduce or eliminate the 

protection that they were intended to provide.

Noted. Noted EMD comment is noted and clause modified as 

follows: "Dyn.BRK CB: It shall be provided in 

both the CABs in parallel. In any CAB if it is 

closed then LCC will get TL24 analog input."

7.1.1.3 (8) Alerter RST Switches: It shall be provided in both the CABs in parallel 

through BL key. In any CAB if it is pressed and corresponding BL key is 

inserted then LCC will get Alerter reset digital i/p. It shall be part of the 

DIALS in the dual cab locomotive. However, Reset switch on the primary 

display (DIALS at Loco pilot) shall be active. Reset switch on DIALS with 

secondary display and DIALS at Assistant loco pilot shall remain 

dummied/inactive. Alerter lamp on each DIALS (all the three displays of 

each cab) shall be in working condition.

The new requirement for the driver‟s secondary DIALS 

display to not reset the alerter is a new requirement and will 

require developmental work. Since the driver has two DIALS 

displays screens, our design was to treat them similarly. (Use 

of the DIALS display for the assistant loco pilot will not reset 

the alerter.). Please note that, EMD has provided details of 

various means for VCD reset vide 

letter#EMD/DLW/16118846/1151348, Dated- 9/01/2018

Noted. Noted This is a safety  item and  has been modified as per 

the Railway Board guidelines. No change in the 

clause required. DIALS reset push button and 

alarm on the Assistant loco pilot and secondary 

screen of Loco Pilot  to be dummied by 

disconnecting the wire simply to dectivate reset 

and alarm from assistant loco pilot Side DIALS 

and Secondary Screen of Driver Side DIALS.  

Clause is modified accordingly  for better 

understanding.

7.1.1.3(13) Horn Switches: In each Cab, 4 switches shall be provided. If any switch is 

pressed and corressponding horn will sound. Only if BL key is inserted 

then LCC will get Horn Digital Input (VCD reset).

Noted. No change in para is required

7.1.1.12 MU Eng. Stop shall be active from both CABs simultaneously.

Any Switch can be used to shut down the Engine.

Position of Switches/Circuit Breakers in Both the cabs of Dual

Cab Locomotive assuming Active Cab is Cab -2 ie. BL Key is

inserted and switched on in Cab-2:

Noted. Noted No change in para is required
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7.2.2 LCC functional requiremets- 

AC-AC Traction Control System shall interface the signal of Fuel Level 

sensor as per RDSO Specification No. MP.0.2400.63 (latest version) 

separately procured by Indian Railway. Provision for calibration of fuel 

level sensor and its display with LCC Software shall be made as per 

RDSO Specification.

This augments the existing requirement of clause 5.9. 

Although it was mentioned in the Rev-06 spec, India 

Railways did not apply fuel level sensors to the locomotives 

and EMD/PRS did not develop any of the fuel tank calibration 

functionality. As we pointed out in response to the Rev-06 

specification, performing separate fuel tank calibration on 

each locomotive is not recommended and has several 

adverse consequences.

(Each time that fuel tank calibration needs to be done, the 

fuel tank needs to be fully drained. Each calibration process 

could take an hour or more to perform). Instead, a sensor that 

reads depth-of-fuel could be used along with a fuel tank 

profile relating depth to volume. Developing an onboard fuel 

tank calibration process will take significant engineering 

developmental resources for something that really isn‟t 

needed (if specified in a better manner along with the fuel 

level sensor details).

Noted. We have provided an Analog input 

channel to sense the  Fuel level 

sensor to be implemented  by IR. 

The calibration process for each type of fuel tank 

has been given in the revised specifation for Anti 

pilferage management System inclusive of GSM 

based fuel level sensor (RDSO Specification No. 

MP.0.2400.63, Rev.2).

7.2.6 Automatic Control of Engine Stop with Auxiliary Power Unit : In order to 

save fuel and to reduce engine wear/tear and NOX emissions during 

idling, Automatic Control of Engine Stop with Auxiliary Power Unit (ACES 

with APU) system is used to avoid the unwanted idling of locomotive by 

automatically controlling the engine shutting & and restart operation and 

at the same time by continuously monitoring the existing condition of 

various parameters (e,g. MR pressure, battery charging etc.) vis-à-vis pre-

programmed set values and by also maintaining those parameters through 

controls. 

A small auxiliary engine of low SFC coupled to a compressor and 

alternator can maintain the MR pressure and keep the batteries charged 

while the main locomotive engine remains shut down. If APU is enabled, 

the auxiliary engine shall start/stop as per requirement.

In HHP locos, AC-AC Traction control system will be fitted and interfaced 

with APU as per RDSO Specification no MP.0.2400.64 (Latest). The APU 

shall be procured separately by the Indian Railways from RDSO approved 

sources. 

This approach is contrary to the deliverables of the Rev-06 

spec where each supplier had to supply their own APU. All 

our recent development is based on the RDSO guideline to 

establish the APU interface with an RDSO approved APU 

supplier. Our control system is not set up to implement the 

specified serial interface with a generic APU. Setting up an 

interface to a generic APU would require completely new 

development work, and render the recent/current 

developmental work of our APU as obsolete. In view of the 

above, we request the APU be retained along with the ACAC 

System scope in similar line as stipulated in RDSO‟s ACAC 

System, Rev.06 specification.

Please consider Medha 

Comment at above clause 

5.6 and requesting RDSO to 

incorporate the changes in 

the specification 

accordingly.

The APU can be seperately sourced 

by RDSO, however the interfacing 

Hardware & software for APU should 

be procured by APU supplier from 

LCU suppliers.

RDSO remarks at clause no. 5.6.

7.7 ECC PANELS Following Para is incorporated. ECC#3 Panel  with 

Solid State Inverter and associated components 

as an alternative to existing contactor based 

Radiator Fan Drive which can meet the 

functional requirement of existing Radiator Fan 

Drive is also acceptable. The hardware for Solid 

State Drive provided by AC-AC Traction Control 

System Supplier shall be type tested as per 

IEC60571 & IEC 61287 and prototype clearance 

from RDSO is to be obtained before fitment. In 

case the Solid State Drive is fitted in ECC#3 

Panel for Radiator Fan Drive,  the solid state 

interver with associated component  will be 

covered under AMC and  RDSO report no. 

MP.MIsc.326 for AMC will be applicable.
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Annexure Q Modified BL key assembly. Noted. Clause is amended as Fixed type BL Key is to be 

provided as per RDSO Mod Sheet no. 

MP.MOD.EC.01 .02.18 (Rev-00), dated-12-06-2018 

instead of removable BL Key.]

Annexure W Interface Control Document for Digital Communication with Stand

Alone APU

Please consider Medha 

Comment at above clause 

5.6 and requesting RDSO to  

ncorporate the changes in 

the specification 

accordingly.

The protocol based on SAE J 1708 

means it calls for RS 485 based 

communication. We are using Ethenet 

based communication for APU 

inetrface in all our Rev.06 

locomotives. This call for additional 

hardware modules for implementing 

this standard. RDSO is requested to 

left it open for the LCU and APU 

suppleirs.

RDSO remarks at clause no. 5.6.

3.8 at 3.8.1 Availability and Downtime

The contractor shall ensure that during the billing period (three

months), combined downtimes of all the locomotives covered

under the contract, on account of out of course repair and

online failures of equipment under AMC covered under the scope

of work, does not exceed 1% of total loco hours for the locomotives 

covered in the contract. Downtime accountal shall be carried out every 

month and the contractor has to ensure not less than 99% availability on 

account of equipment under AMC.

Noted. No change in Para

11.0 PENALTY: FOLLOWING PENALTIES SHALL BE IMPOSED:

The total penalty for a billing period shall be limited to 20% of the

billing amount.

Noted. No change in Para

11.1 PENALTY FOR DELAY IN ATTENDING THE BREAKDOWN

CALLS BY RAILWAY ON THE CONTRACTOR

Any delay by the firm in completing the above activities shall affect the 

running of the train services and may cause loss of revenue to the user 

Railway. Therefore, the user Railway shall recover from the contractor as 

agreed damages and not by way of penalty a token sum of Rs.10,000/- in 

each case of delay  tipulated in Clause 6.2.4.

Noted. No change in Para

11.2 PENALTY FOR COMBINED DOWNTIME OF ALL THE

LOCOMOTIVES (ref. clause 3.8.1):

For this purpose, downtime shall be calculated as percentage of total 

downtime hours for the month to the total loco hours of all the locos 

covered under the AMC. In case the contractor fails to maintain the 

contracted availability requirements, a penalty shall be levied as under:

Noted. No change in Para

11.5.1 Noted. No change in Para

11.5.2 Noted. No change in Para

11.5.3 Noted. No change in Para

11.6 Noted. No change in Para

11.7 Noted. No change in Para

RDSO Document MP.MISC.-326


